
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

January 2019 Newsletter 
 

What’s New with MOVE?!  

Wishing everyone a Happy and Safe New Year!  

MOVE’s Athletic Therapy Students 

Starting around the middle/the end of January, we 
will have 4th year athletic therapy students 
volunteering at MOVE! They will be offering 
complimentary 30 minute one on one treatment 
sessions on Tuesdays & Thursdays. You can sign 
up on a weekly basis with your preferred time on the 
sign-up sheet provided in the gym; contact Alannah 
for more details! 

Dance without Limits at MOVE 

These classes are led by a certified dance instructor 
from Dance without Limits and will feature a variety 
of dance genres and movements. Classes will be 
adult focused and adapted to allow a wide range of 
individuals to participate! To sign up or inquire about 
more information, call or email MOVE. The 
workshop will be offered at no charge on: 
January 30-March 27th Wednesdays from 
5pm-6pm 

Adapted Yoga 

Is back! On January 10th from 5-6pm 
(Thursdays). 

Adapted Chair Exercise Classes at MOVE 

 

This class is run by Kirsten and offers various 
exercises, stretches and movements that can help 
you achieve strength, flexibility and fitness from a 
seated position. This class is open to all levels and 
abilities including those who use power chairs, 
manual chairs as well as just regular sitting chairs. 
This class is held on Wednesdays from 11:15 am - 
12:00 pm. 

Monthly Horoscope 

TAURUS: An unexpected invitation should make      
you think twice today — there are       
hidden ramifications that you    
should be aware of before you      
make any commitments. Your    
schedule will be opening up soon,      
but that doesn't mean you should      
waste your time. Weigh the pros      
and cons of moving forward with a       
new partner. Do they really have      
the same goals as you do? The       

best way to find out is to let them lead the way for a              
while. 



 

GEMINI: Your mind is going to be       
switching to a much more     
goal-oriented approach soon, so    
today is a good day to enjoy taking        
life as it comes. Although you may       
already have a clear vision about      
where you want to go, who you want        
to get to know better, or what       
changes you want to create, don't      
try to tackle them just yet. Save your        

proactive attitude for another time. If you're       
chomping at the bit, use that energy to have some          
good, clean fun. 

CANCER: Someone close to you is doing some        
personal work, so don't take it personally if they         

cancel plans. Give them space to      
figure out whatever it is they're      
trying to figure out. Part of being a        
good friend or partner is knowing      
when to step back and provide      
space. In the meantime, take     
advantage of a hole in your      
calendar to spoil yourself — a nice       
dinner, spa trip will do the trick. 

LEO: Someone in your life is going through a major          
transitional period and their    
emotions are running high, so try      
to give them the space they need       
to work things out. Overall, there is       
an excessive amount of    
tumultuous energy in your life right      
now, so try to avoid or eliminate       
any external conflict you don't     
absolutely need to deal with. Let      
other people solve their own     

crises; spend your time focusing on finding ways to         
simplify your life. 

VIRGO: Some days (like today) you can choose        
your mood. So if you are ready to get active in a            
group project or activity, simply get started and your         

energy will match the task and      
carry you through. Plus, if you      
can get most of your daily      
business out of the way early, you       
will find it easy to turn away from        

purely personal worries and jump right into the fray.         
Working with others will provide you with an        
excellent distraction from the things that have been        
buzzing around your mind. 

LIBRA: Surprising connections will be popping up       
all over the place today. Your usual haunts are         

favored by others as well, so get       
ready for some unexpected    
meetings. Try not to stay too deep       
inside your own head right now —       
it's important to be open to making       
new connections with strangers or     
casual acquaintances. The pace of     
your life may be slowing down quite       
dramatically soon, so take the time      
to look at future plans and readjust       

as needed. 

SCORPIO: With your charm, compassion, and      
intelligence, you'll make for a     
perfect bridge between friends    
today. When you're in the middle,      
negotiating and helping everyone    
stay focused, there is no way to       
avoid possible peace between    
warring parties. There are three     
sides to every story: a friend's      
side, their opponent's side, and     

the truth. Help today by reminding everyone that        
nobody's perfect. 

SAGITTARIUS: You have a lot of power over other         
people today. It might be your charm, it might be          

your financial influence, or it might      
just be dumb luck. Whatever the      
reason, you reign supreme right     
now. Use your position to feed      
your ego and make yourself more      
comfortable, but do not let too      
much of this power go to your       
head. It is very dangerous for you       
to push your agenda too hard —       

especially right now. Instead, use your power to        
encourage collaboration. 

 



 

CAPRICORN: You may be on a      
roll right now, but you still need to        
conserve your energy for the     
bigger (and better!) things that are      
coming down the road. Try not to       
get too tied to the idea that       
progress can only be defined by      
how much you can get done in a        
specific amount of time. Life is not       

a race, so slow down. Don't take on any new          
projects and try to avoid making any big        
commitments with your time today. You need to        
stay flexible and deal with what's on your plate. 

AQUARIUS: Someone who exemplifies where you      
want to be in life will come to you         
for guidance today — they want to       
know your ideas about what their      
next move should be. If you're      
surprised by their request, don't     
be. They admire you more than      
you realize and respect you, too.      
Overall, you're not appreciating the     
value you add to your professional      

environment. Self-promotion is only a crime if you        
have nothing to say for yourself. 

PISCES: Youthful attitudes and    
energies are sweeping into your life      
right now, perhaps fueled by the      
unexpected presence of children.    
This new influence over your way of       
thinking is something to embrace,     
because if you can let yourself be       
more hopeful, you may find a new       
enthusiasm for the same old routine.      

Being more childlike means assuming nothing,      
taking everything at face value, and keeping an        
open mind. Try to be less jaded. 

ARIES: There are some outdated     
ideas or habits that are holding you       
back right now, and today will make       
clear the conflict between the way      
your life is now and the way you        
would like it to be. There's no need        
to make a big decision about things       
right away, but you will need to be        

prepared to make a sacrifice when the time comes.         
Don't worry, though, as it should be obvious what         
you need to leave behind — it's the least important          
element of your life right now.     

 

 


